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• The term compassion fatigue was first 
coined in 1992 when registered nurse 
Carla Joinson described a unique form of 
burnout that affected caregivers and 
resulted in a “loss of the ability to 
nurture.”10,11 This form of burnout (1) was 
related to a variety of stressors, including 
long hours, heavy workload and the need 
to respond to complex patient needs such 
as pain, trauma and emotional distress; 
(2) resulted in nurses feeling tired, 
depressed, angry and detached; and (3) 
was associated with ineffective 
performance.11
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What is Tech Fatigue-

• Mental fatigue or 
exhaustion that comes 
from frequent use of 
technology.

• Its also called 
“technostress” 

• Which is characterized 
by the physical and 
emotional symptoms of 
stress resulting in use of 
technology and/or 
frequently looking at a 
computer screen or smart 
phone.
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What can we do about it?

• First recognize it

• Take regular breaks

• Shift awareness into your body (breathe into 
places of strain or tension)

• Give yourself limits on use of devises

ex. Don’t check email before 8:00am or after 
6:00pm

• Take technology vacations- free days or 
weekends.

• Cultivate hobbies

• Find ways to connect personally with those in 
household, 

such as board games or card games or outside social 
distance visits, if comfortable.

• Mindfulness- meditation, walks or even eating.

• Exercise or movement regularly-especially 
outdoors
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Zoom Fatigue – exhaustion and stress 
due to frequent video call or 
meetings.

• Video chat requires more from us than 
face to face

• We need to work harder to process 
non-verbal cues

• And body language.

• Paying more attention to these things 
consumes a lot of energy

• “our minds are together and our bodies 
are not”, 

• this causes people to have conflicting 
feelings, which is exhausting.

• More challenging to relax into 
conversation naturally.

• (Gianpiero Petriglieri)
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How can we alleviate it
• limiting video calls or meetings to those 

that are necessary

• Turning on video cameras should be 
optional

• Focus on the speaker, try to limit 
multitasking

• Have your screen to the side, instead of 
straight ahead, makes you feel like you're 
in an adjoining room, may be less tiring.

• Build in transition times between 
meetings if you can –can a drink of water, 
stretch, close your eyes for a few minutes, 
get a breath of fresh air.

• Create buffers and boundaries between 
‘work’ times and ‘personal’ times.

• Practice good self care for prevention.

• Practice self compassion
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